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[enter] hmmmmm [enter] like we’re with it [enter] like our career is as hot as the 6 foot high dick on the big screen [enter] like we are 
with it [enter] like the nipple shows up better when it turns into the freeway [enter] like the god above we love [enter] we’re morphing 
the entire sense and aim of our existence from one upward modular petard hard ramrod systems design wizard [enter] flung under 
large downward lard hard glandular short back ward deep fried shard wire sward pathetic action picture fake conflict fiction 
friction [enter] hmmm [enter] like the chain saw just can’t get enough sexual traction [enter] hmmm [enter] like we got to shove it like the 
scream on the big screen [enter] that says it all [enter] hmmm [enter] like we really got to paint the nuts off the man in the bathtub [enter] 
like suck in more vomit [enter] like paint armpit hairs on the woman on the toilet from brazil [enter] like suck out real grass [enter] like 
paint it real blood green for the big screen [enter] like make the turtle more crab like [enter] like make the crab more like the heart gash  
[enter] like we got to get that right [enter] like make the mack truck turn into the mole up her dick [enter] like get the ear onto her shirt 
[enter] like make her look dumb but with frightening intelligence [enter] like make the man in the bathtub show more sincere breasts 
[enter] like less cleavage [enter] like make his mind tense and sleepy [enter] like his nose viscous and sublime [enter] like his lip understated 
yet powerful [enter] like his breasts wholesome yet diseased [enter] like his gun pathetic yet violent [enter] like her penis overwhelming 
yet humble [enter] like we’re with it [enter] like we’re on a roll [enter] like we got to paint out the little bearded lady in high heels and 
dark armani suit with his thumb in his personal trainer’s skid marks [enter] hmmm [enter] like oh oh it’s the boss [enter] hmmm [enter] like 
rad [enter] do us too [enter] hmmm [enter] like we’ll leave him in [enter] hmmm [enter] like we’re no career path hazard coward [enter] hmmm 
[enter] like we must regard it as an honest entry level canard  [enter] like we have to take chances [enter] like did we fight our way up 
from ucla film school to become pale and testy [enter] like fulfilled and bitter [enter] hmmm [enter] like our edward just turned mustard 
[enter] like our bob just turned glob [enter] like our jack just packed a crack [enter] like our joe just went too slow [enter] like the eyes are 
coughy [enter] like the wang’s not lofty [enter] hmmm [enter] like the spondulix is an elusive knot [enter] hmmm [enter] like the career path is 
an inconclusive slot [enter] like the sexual circuit decay is conclusive [enter]  hmmm [enter] like the relationship with the wife is in ruin 
[enter] like her wannabe upgrades are bum [enter] like her thighs are aluminum [enter] like her breasts are screw in [enter] like her buffy is fluffy [enter] 
like her muffy is roughy [enter] [not]  like a bran new concept just rammed it to my spam [enter] like its in the can [enter] like i am in the arms of an 
over tactical crap static practical fractal ray trace slashed tactile trashed morpheus morphed fx micro dullard [enter] hmmmmmmmmm [enter] 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Stars shine bright on shatter light. Tie ’em into seats. Start a fire at their backs. Tell ’em to watch the big shadows on the big wall up front. 
Tell ’em it improves their quality of life. Thee.The.The. That’s who says we have to keep the big dark cave filled up all the time, folks? 


